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Notes/Summary : 

Co-Facilitator 

- Urge parties to take full use of time  
- Recall the progress we made last time 

- Supported proposal for draft CTFs 
- Parties supported proposal to include indicators, methodologies and accounting 

structures and paragraph 8 of the MPGs 
- Propose the following organizations 

- Update policies and measures projection tables 
- We propose to focus discussions on the structured summary 
- Work on paragraph 77d and subitem 11b will not advance faster than other works 
- Draft of conclusion adopted will not prejudge decisions that CMA will adopt on 

matters related to Article 6 which may include provisions informing further 
provisions of paragraph 77d of MPGs 

- Conclusions will be captured in an informal note.  
- We are confident that this organization of work will be most productive to contribute to 

success.  



- Informal consultations expected to finalize work by 5 pm on Dec 7 to allow closing 
contact group to take place that afternoon 

- We propose to move forward on discussion on updating policies and measures (PAM) 
projection tables 

India (LMDC) 

- Before we move forward on discussion on PAM tables, I want to flag two issues 
- Group not ready for spinoff meetings 
- Would like to state that since article 6 discussions are not yet rectified, will urge 

secretariat to wait for discussions on 77d until there is more certainty on Article 6 

Saudi Arabia 

- Like to support statement made by LMDC 
- In our work we should prioritize areas that are decided upon 
- Should not prioritize 77d until Article 6 concludes 

United States 

- While we should not prioritize any paragraph, each paragraph should be considered in 
due course, would like to see 77d treated the same as other paragraphs 

- We have a clear mandate to include 77d in our discussion 

Co-facilitator: Won’t prioritize any paragraphs, but will still mention 77d despite LMDC/Arab 
Group requests, turn discussion to updating PAMs 

Singapore (G77): 

- On behalf of G77 and China.  
- It may be useful to project the tables on the screen.  
- Assuming everyone has tables in front of their laptops. There are two options for 

structures of the tables: 
- We should not rule out either option.  
- We should allow parties discretion to choose between either table in their PAMs 
- Both options key info on table is same 

- Grey row provides guidance on particular columns 
- Decision from MPGs on sectors, referencing footnote three. 

- The things is that practically speaking, the categorization of policies and measures 
does differ for every country.  

- Not complying exactly with IPCC categories but okay for MPGs, 
categories for PAM should resemble NCs and NPs 



- We note that there’s a category for “other sectors”, but we should not preclude or 
exclude any sectors because that is determined by our own national planning 

- Should be able to use any and all sectors 
- Column on estimation of GFG removal: we know that para 85 does not have a specific 

reference to the units of ghg gasses 
- It does not state need to report in a target year or other year 
- We note that these points of information will be useful 
- We’d like to have a discussion about whether or not this could be put in.  

Brazil (Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay): 

- We support the statement made by Singapore 
- First of all, I think it’s important to ask to discuss the need for the flexibility provisions 

- There is in paragraph (85) the flexibility for developing country parties 
- We have to see how we will operationalize the flexibility provisions in the last 

column.  
- The last column we see on screen, needs to discuss operationalization options 

- When it comes to projection table flexibility provision is a little bit more tricky.  
- Paragraph 92: Developing countries are encouraged to present information, then these 

projection tables will not exist for them or be blank 
- If they decide to make the projections there is flexibility provided in p95 and p102 

about years and coverage/methodology 
- We are flexible in how to discuss flexibility, but we want people to keep in mind 

that it is a very important element.  
- We have to work quite carefully with the footnotes 

- We use “should” and “shall” deliberately, these footnotes are attached to 
paragraph 82. In 82 we have used “shall”.  We need consistent use of 
terminology. 

- Need to use words consistently with MPGs.  
- We understand these as indicative lists.  

- List of types of instruments in footnote A is more extensive than that listed in paragraph 
82 

- Reiterates need to keep consistency between footnotes and paragraphs.  
- In terms of the CO2 equivalent that is in this table but also the projection tables, there are 

no provisions if CO2e might not be right unit, should be able to use other units if 
applicable 

- Highlight that CO2 was not indicated in the MPG.  
- The same thing in the projection tables.  
- Information under section F is clear about what unit of gases  
- Projections table 



- Projections table includes list of sectors that includes transport 
- We have to discuss if these sectors are sectors of the IPCC or if transport is here 

because it appears in the MPGs 
- It is a category of the energy sector, not a sector.  

- Highlight the different levels of capacities from developing countries in reporting these 
tables 

- Let’s try to pay particular attention to this table as well as what is in the BTR 
outline so we all understand the flexibility provisions for  

- Want to make sure we capture this in the right way to incentivize parties to 
present projections 

- If they feel duirng review process this isnt helpful cb not presented 
properly, then it goes in opposite direction of incentivising 

- Thus when the review comes time will not be spent on disagreeing 
- People need to understand flex provisions for deving countries so 

they can discuss how to overcome barriers instead of criticizing 
msising info  

Costa Rica (AILAC) 

- Aligns with G77/China 
- We have some comments on table option 1 

- We would like to see an addition of columns  
- Methodology assumptions used to estimate GHG removal (in accordance 

with para 86) 
- Indication whether policy, action, or measure is part of a certain procedure 
- Estimate of mitigation impact 
- Years of start and finish of implementation measure 

- It is key to include a description of capacity constraints that developing countries 
have.  

- Regarding reporting projections, for us it will be useful to see historical emissions in 
these tables 

- But of course considering developing countries capacities 
- Flexibility provisions would be addressed in the description of capacity constraints 
- Support development of a table to express key indicators in accordance with paragraph 

97.  

EU 

- Firstly, we welcome proposals from co-facilitator.  
- Preference for option 1 



- Based on practical considerations 
- One row for policy and measure is easier than 15 rows for PAMs 

- With regard to Brazil, we agree that we should stick to what has been agreed in MPGs 
- Language should be in line with MPGs 
- Stick to the agreed language.  

- We welcome the proposal of projection tables, but note that we need a table on key 
indicators.  

- In accordance with paragraph 97 of MPGs 
- We have a proposal for table design in our submission 

India 

- We welcome the tables produced by EU 
- Align with statement made by Singapore 
- Reiterate that both options are good for us, and parties may choose which option is 

convenient.  
- Support option to keep row 1 in gray as good guidance for parties 
- Deving countries should have flexibility to not report or delete certain items.  

- The proposal on additional columns is not acceptable to us 
- Clearly says info provided as annex to BTRs 

- Believe this info which is rightly presented there is sufficient 
- With respect for flexibility for projections, we believe that this is not mandated for 

deving countries 
- We support option to not report or delete columns/rows 

South Africa (African group) 

- Associate self with intervention made by Singapore 
- Things to add on the PAMs tables 

- Emphasize importance in accounting for flexibility 
- Preference for option 1, but either is possible.  
- We see this table as a summary of information provided via text,  which makes option 1 

more useful 
- Propose adding a column for information on item 89 surrounding trends in GHG 

emissions.  
- Good to see effects that PAM are having, as most policies will outlive an NDC 

- We do think it will be useful to include projections.  
- In terms of GHG equivalent, we think it is essential to have emissions expressed in GHG 

equivalent 
- Open to having different metrics,  



- But we think we should keep the GHG equivalent 

 

- Want to add a separate table for projections of key indicators.  
- Presumably be indicators that parties had specified in terms of paragraph 65 

Saudi Arabia (Arab Group) 

- Like to align with statement made by Singapore 
- Support views expressed by India 
- We think it’s very useful to keep both options  
- We think both options could work, but we prefer the second option 

- We think the shaded row is very useful and should stay in the final design 
- Important that parties understand what info is necessary and which flexibility 

provisions apply 
- Developing country parties should have the option of deleting parts of table that are not 

mandatory or of where flexibility applies 
- Reference to CO2 equivalent is not acceptable, we need to use the same language that 

appears in MPGS 
- Target year used in table not same as in MPGs 

- Add reference to paragraph 84 in footnotes 
- We understand that this is in the heading, but it is important to be in the footnote  

- Add column to table that refers to paragraph 90: Parties that choose to report, should get 
new additional column  

Egypt: 

- Align with statement made by Singapore and India, Saudi, SA 
- We prefer layout in option 2, but we are happy to keep both options 
- Clear operationalization of flexibility in table 
- Parties should be allowed to delete non-mandatory columns 
- We are happy with list of instruments at the end of PAM table, but should contain a list 

of other instruments at the end.  
- Clarification in table but not MPGs - want to know why this was added on table 

- We prefer to keep the shaded row in the table, as it clarifies mandatory vs non mandatory 
items 

- The projections table, we stress, we support that this entire table should be allowed to be 
deleted by deving countries 

- Clear guidelines on how to operationalize flexibility necessary 



- Provide graphical or tabular format for all years of reporting, not just starting and end 
year 

- Support concept of no backsliding 

United States 

- The informal note captured most of the changes needed.  
- We would be happy to work on this 
- References to text of MPGs are helpful 
- Agree with Brazil and Saudi Arabia that we should be very careful to keep language 
- We prefer option 1, but they both can be included.  
- Singapore made a good point that we haven't been very specific about ;? 
- Agree with South Africa that it is very important to include what PAMs are included in 

projections 
- We could see a footnote with exact language noting paragraph 85 attached to relevant 

column, As well as wanting a note on what columns were deleted and why by developing 
countries to maintain transparency 

- We would like very specific justifications for flexibility and capacity constraints.  
- As AILAC, EU And SAF noted, we need a table for projections of key indicators.  

- Have possible way to move forward on this on their submission 
- We think we can keep the CO2 reference, with footnote specifying metrics 
- We might see footnotes added to any tables with footnote referring to flexibility due to 

paragraph 92, 95 
- Paragraph 102 says parties may report with less detail.  

- Do not think we need another column for paragraph 90.  

Indonesia 

- Aligns with statement made by Singapore 
- Work on option 1: 

- Elaborate more about how flexibility will be applied 

Norway 

- For PAMs we prefer option 1 
- Support CO2 equivalent 

- We agree with consistent language with MPGs 
- We do not support additional columns for paragraph 86, 89 and 90 

Brazil 

- Highlight that indicator key depends on what indicators we choose 



- Notion of key indicators is not defined. Right now the parties are able to decide 
what their key indicators are 

- Parties can pick and choose the indicator 
- The description of my PAMs, how they will progress in the future is 

qualitative 
- It goes back to what the party considers is a key indicator 

- Want to highlight that diff parties have different expectations of what kind of 
things are included in the table, and this is currently covered under flexibility 
provision in para 92.  

- We are welcome to see proposals of tables 

Korea 

- Share views to prefer Option 1, but willing to have both available 
- Option 2 can have a wider table that can have more information in a horizontal 

- Not a big thing for us,  
- Quite a big concern with deletion of columns and rows. 
- We are here to develop COMMON reporting table, but if there is deletion that will affect 

the review  
- Because projection is an extension of existing time series in the past, it should be 

consistent with the units used in the past,  including projections and sectors 
- With regard to: Brazil: agree that key indicators can be qualitative 

- KI’s must be used to provide more supporting information to understand clearly  
- If you want to describe indicator/projection in a narrative way, that’s okay, but 

out of our mandate 

China 

- Informal note was very helpful 
- Align with G77 and LMDC 
- Both options are helpful for parties to feel included. No need to exclude either option, 

because as a reviewer I found them both acceptable 
- Option 1 is useful as a summary, and option 2 allows countries to go more in detail. No 

need to pick one or the other 
- Both option should be kept in the common tabular formats.  
- Second, need to be consistent with MPG on the languages, so examples provided in 

MPGs should be used 
- Especially with sectors.  
- Think examples in MPGs is guidance, not mandatory 
- We must respect MPG language 



- We kept hearing adding new columns to table which is related to proposals to delete 
columns 

- See no problem with countries adding columns, but shouldn't make them 
mandatory if not in MPG 

- Stresses the point that flexibility. For projection tables, if they already have 
overarching protocols, parties should be able to add and delete columns as 
needed.  

- Especially on projection tables.  
- To respect the spirit of facilitative reporting.  
- It’s key for the parties to modify the tables 
- In that case parties will have more willingness to show a table 

- If we wish to report information on projection, if I have to project a table with 
blank boxes, we will not be willing to present 

- It is in bad spirit.  

Bhutan (LDCs) 

- Aligns with Singapore and G77 
- Speaking on behalf of LDCs, both tables are similar and could be useful to explore 

further based on how it could be useful to present info on PAMS 
- We would like to note to footnote g, we want to make special reference to LDCs 

and SIDS (Article 13.3 of PA) 
- There is some value in adding some tables that has reference to paragraph 89 of MPGs, 

etc. Is useful to have information as to how these PAMs will modify long-term trends 
- Para 92 - projection is not necessary for everyone because of special consideration for 

LDCs 

Japan 

- Regarding table for PAMs, we prefer option 1.  
- It’s much easier and more manageable.  
- Regarding table for projections, we would like to add a new row “other” in sectors.  
- Thus, GHGs not included in IPCC sector categories can be included 

Canada 

- I’d like to respond to mode of work 
- Offer full support to working on these tables 
- Believe these tables captures our work 
- This informal note does not include structured summary table, which is lacking progress.  
- Many submissions offer good suggestions 



- It is useful to have a single row as opposed to option 2 
- We ask any changes made to option 1 and option 2 be reflected across both tables 
- Reiterate that paragraph 98 says inventory will have common metric reporting 
- Respond to suggestion to not include 

- This is in contrast with principles of building ambition over time, building 
capacity over time.  

- A party may not be able to project all parties at once, but they can make 
incremental improvements 

- In terms of flexibility, Canada supports a dedicated table on flexibility. 
- We have proposals in our submission 

- We do think that a notation key can help with countries with capacity constraints.  

Brazil:  

- Regards to South Korea question 
- “As applicable” is included in mandate for PAMS, key indicators are self determined as 

per para 97. Need to keep self determined key indicators intact 
- Must recall that this all is under the MPGS, information is necessary track progress of 

NDC 

Korea 

- Respects that countries do have nat’l determined choice on key indicators. Want to have 
discussion on key indicators later on  

  

Follow-up :  

Next IC scheduled for Thursday 4pm room 26 

Take Away: 

Nations responded to current proposals for policies and measures (PAMs) tables and projection 
tables within common tabular formats. There was a general consensus that both the proposed 
tables for PAMs should be included as options for nations’ reporting. There was consistent 
expression of a need to to include flexibility provisions more clearly in the tables, and a general 
agreement that the units and categories in the table should be consistent with those agreed on in 
the MPGs. The same tension over flexibility that has occurred in other SBSTA 11 meetings 
occurred here, with some countries adamant that that the option to delete rows and columns for 
developing countries is necessary, while other countries (led by EU) found this unacceptable.  



 

 

 

 

 

 


